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ABSTRACT

Live video multicasting over wireless ad hoc networks is a tough
problem due to the restricted computational ability of the mobile
devices and non-predictive networks status. In this paper,we pro-
pose MoViF, a lower power consumption multicasting framework
for live video multicasting over ad-hoc networks. The proposed
MoViF adopts distributed video coding (DVC) scheme and, as a
result, enjoys all the benefits of DVC such as lightweight encoder
and built-in error resilient capability. Moreover, MoViF manages
to apply an elegant strategy to minimize the overall power con-
sumption for all the receivers while improving their decoding qual-
ity by dynamically assign the tasks of aid information extraction to
some intermediate powerful nodes in the multicast tree. Simula-
tion results demonstrate that the optimal strategy can lower down
the overall power consumption comparing to the random strategy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Video transmission over wireless networks has been an appeal-
ing application especially in the places that lack of available net-
work infrastructure support. However, there exist many challenges
for transmitting video over wireless networks, such as power con-
sumption of terminals, mobility of terminals, and time varying
characteristics of the channel (e.g., delay, bit error rate) etc. These
challenges have in return imposed stringent requirements on the
video coding schemes. Some basic requirements include 1) low
computational complexity for both the encoder and the decoder;
2) adaptability to channel bandwidth; and 3) error-resilient ability
for channel loss.

To cope with the last two requirement, scalable video cod-
ing [13] has been proposed . It has been proved that scalable video
coding works effectively when used in conjunction with somesim-
ple error handling mechanisms such as forward error correction
(FEC) and/or automatic repeat request (ARQ). Unfortunately, scal-
able video coding significantly increases the computational com-
plexity to the already very complex encoding process. As a result,
scalable video coding is not applicable to live video streaming in
a mobile environment where the source is a mobile device thathas
limited processing power.
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On the other hand, distributed video coding (DVC), originated
from Slepian-Wolf theorem [12] and Wyner-Ziv theorem [14] in
the 1970s, suggests that an intraframe encoder - interframede-
coder system can achieve similar compression efficiency of the
traditional interframe encoder - decoder system. As a result, DVC
brings in a simple encoder; what’s more, DVC has built-in error-
resilient capability in virtue of channel coding techniques. How-
ever, DVC schemes typically shifts the computational complexity
from the encoder to the decoder, which is also not desirable for
multicast applications over ad-hoc networks where the terminals
are mobile devices. Fortunately, DVC also provides naturalcom-
plexity scalability of the decoding processes:normal decoding and
enhanced decoding. Normal decoding, in which the side informa-
tion is generated by extrapolation, will leads to worse quality but
at minimum complexity. Enhanced decoding, in which the more
accurate side information is generated by motion compensation in-
terpolation (MCI), will results in better quality at much increased
complexity. Note that better quality can also be achieved atslightly
increased complexity if the aid information (i.e., motion vectors
between the more accurate side information and the previousde-
coded frame) is available to the normal decoding.

In this paper, we propose MoViF, a lower power consump-
tion live video multicasting framework over ad-hoc networks. In
MoViF we adopt the DVC scheme that is based on multilevel coset
codes [4] and seek to improve the decoding quality of all the re-
ceivers while minimizing the overall power consumption forall
the terminals. Besides all the inherited features of a DVC scheme,
namely lightweight encoder and built-in error-resilient capability,
the proposed MoViF has the feature that the heavy decoding bur-
den is dynamically assigned to some intermediate powerful nodes
in the multicasting tree. It is this feature that makes the MoViF a
practical scheme. To elaborate a bit, in MoViF, we distinguish all
the terminals intoweak nodes andstrong nodes which are capable
of normal decoding and enhanced decoding, respectively. Further-
more, to reduce the power consumption, only some of the strong
nodes are selected at run-time to perform enhanced decodingand
the extracted aid information is sending to other nodes to help them
improve the decoding quality. These selected nodes are specially
calledhelper nodes in the rest of the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
will review some typical video coding techniques for transmission
over wireless applications. In Section 3, we will give an overview
of the DVC schemes. We then present the proposed MoViF in



Section 4. In Section 5, we present and analyze the simulation
results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. VIDEO CODING TECHNIQUES FOR TARNSMISSION
OVER WIRELESS NETWORKS

Many video coding techniques for video transmission over wire-
less networks have been proposed in the past decade. Among
them, the scalable video coding (SVC) is well-known and has been
improved in depth. In SVC, video frames are encoded into more
than one sub-stream, in terms of importance, quality, etc. In hi-
erarchical layered video coding (HLC) [13], video is compressed
into one base layer and multiple enhancement layers where base
layer can be decoded independently but the enhancement layers
must be decoded upon the corresponding low-level layer. In mul-
tiple description video coding (MDC) [11], video is compressed
into multiple sub-streams (thus multiple descriptions) with differ-
ent quality and rate. Each sub-stream can be decoded indepen-
dently while multiple sub-streams can be jointly decoded and lead
to higher fidelity. Progressive fine granularity scalable video cod-
ing [6] is similar to HLC, but the granularity of enhancementlayer
is finer and more flexible.

Scalable video coding can inherently adapt to the bandwidth
fluctuation of wireless networks and the heterogeneity of QoS re-
quests in multicast cases because the video can be decoded with a
degraded quality if not receiving full sub-streams.

In order to transmit reliably, ARQ and FEC are used. Tradi-
tional ARQ method is not very suitable for the wireless networks
because of the delay of package it brings. FEC, which uses redun-
dant error-correction bits to combat the bit error of wireless link
channel, is an optional substitute.

Some hybrid ARQ/FEC systems have proved that the hybrid
ARQ/FEC error control is efficient in wireless environment [17].
However, high flexibility at the encoder results in high computa-
tional complexity, and the involved ARQ, FEC or the combination
brings in a penalty to the compression efficiency. Thereforeit may
not be desirable for transmitting video over wireless networks, es-
pecially when the sender has low computational ability.

3. OVERVIEW OF DISTRIBUTED VIDEO CODING

Although theoretic principles of DVC was established over 30 years
ago, the first practical DVC framework is proposed by Pradhanand
Ramchandran in 1999 [9], where the trellis codes is used to par-
tition the source codebook. Wang and Orchard [16] improved the
performance by using embedded trellis codes. Since then more so-
phisticated channel codes were involved, such as turbo codes [3]
and LDPC codes [15]to further enhance the coding efficiency.

In a DVC scheme, video sequences are encoded separately at
the encoder. Side information is regarded as the output of the to-
be-encoded frame through a “correlation channel”. To appreciate
this concept, letX denotes the to-be-encoded frame.Y denotes
the decoded previous frame, which is treated as the side informa-
tion to X. Z denotes the noise betweenX andY . The source
codebook is partitioned into cosets of a channel code according to
the noiseZ. The encoder transmits the coset index to the decoder.
The decoder uses the coset index and the side information (Y ) to
reconstruct the frame.

The typical distributed video encoder consists of two compo-
nents: one is the conventional intra-frame encoder of H.26xor

MPEG, another is a Wyner-Ziv encoder emploiting different chan-
nel codes. To improve the coding efficiency of DVC schemes,
transform-domain Wyner-Ziv encoder was proposed such thatspa-
tial redundancy can be exploited [1]. In a DCT-domain Wyner-
Ziv encoder, the to-be-encoded frame is first divided into non-
overlapped blocks. A blockwise DCT is then performed and fol-
lowed by uniform quantization. After that, some low-frequency
coefficients are compressed using a trellis code, and the rest coef-
ficients are conventionally entropy coded or simply discarded. A
checksum (CRC) of the quantized coefficients is also sent by the
encoder to aid motion compensation at the decoder.

4. MOVIF : PROPOSAL FRAMEWORK

As mentioned above, DVC needs to perform very complex decod-
ing if high coding efficiency is desired. However, mobile devices
are typically power constrained. As a result, the most natural way
is to ask the DVC encoder to send the bit streams to a powerful
proxy to transcode the Wyner-Ziv stream to a convention video
stream which is then streamed to other mobile receivers [10][5].
However, this strategy requires a powerful proxy and infrastruc-
ture support and is not feasible for mobile ad hoc networks. In
this paper, we propose to incorporate multiple powerful nodes in a
collaborative way to share the burden of enhanced decoding tasks.

4.1. DVC scheme adopted in MoViF

The Wyner-Ziv coder in MoViF is based on our work presented
in [7]. The paradigm is shown in Fig.1. We divide the video se-
quence into two partitions:Key frames, which are encoded by con-
ventional H.263+ encoder, andWyner-Ziv frames, which are en-
coded by Coset Encoder using multilevel coset codes. We choose
the quantized DCT coefficients of the to-be-encoded frame asthe
source, the side information is quantized DCT coefficients of the
previous frame. DCT operation increases the complexity as com-
pared with pixel-domain DVC, but the complexity is affordable
and the gain is significant. The side information can be improved
by MCI at the decoder.
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Fig. 1. Framework of MoViF Codec

At the encoder, if the frame is encoded as aWyner-Ziv frame,
the main encoding process is akin to that in [10]. The difference
is that the source and the side information are both quantized DCT
coefficients. We use Lagrangian cost function,J , to optimize the
rate distortion performance :J = D + λR, whereλ is a nonneg-
ative real number,R is the rate, andD is the expected distortion.



Because low-frequency DCT coefficients contain most of infor-
mation, we transmitm low-frequency DCT coefficients to the de-
coder. To minimizeJ , an appropriatem should be selected accord-
ing to the SAD (sum of absolutely difference) of the two blocks.
The larger SAD of two blocks, the largerm should be selected.

At the decoder, the coset decoder decodes the low frequency
coefficients of the blocks using the coset indexes without error,
the high frequency coefficients of the blocks are stuffed by the
co-located coefficients in the side information. In our implement,
the quantized coefficients of the previous frame are used directly
as the side information. Note that if the side information isnot
corrected by MCI, then the IDCT operation can be saved and the
computational complexity will be lower than those in [1] and[10]
where the side information is generated by extrapolation.

4.2. Multicast tree formation in MoViF

As previously mentioned, for a DVC scheme, in order to obtain
high coding efficiency, the decoder needs to perform MCI to pro-
vide a more accurate side information. Unlike other proposal that
adopts a powerful proxy, we seek to leverage some powerful mo-
bile terminals in a collaborative way so that the overall processing
burden is minimized.

In MoViF, we first distinguish the mobile terminals into weak
nodes and strong nodes, where strong nodes are capable of MCI.
The strong node will help other nodes (both strong nodes and weak
nodes) by transmission the aid information (basically the motion
vectors between the side information generated by MCI and the
previous frame). There strong nodes are specially calledhelper
nodes. The assignment of MCI to help nodes is dynamically per-
formed.

Obviously, there are two possibilities in forming the multicast
tree. The first method is to construct two separate multicasttrees:
one for normal bit stream and one for the aid information. Thesec-
ond method is to simply construct a shared multicast for boththe
normal bit stream and the aid information. For easy synchroniza-
tion, we adopt the second method. The detailed tree construction
procedure is as follows: first of all, identify all the strongnodes;
secondly, select helper nodes from the strong nodes and build a
multicast tree among helper nodes as the backbone; and finally,
connect the remaining weak nodes to the backbone. In order to
balance the workload among helper nodes, we perform dynamical
assignment of MCI of different frames to different helpers.The
whole process is elaborated below.
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Fig. 2. Node clusters, where head of each clusters are helper nodes

In Fig. 2, there are five strong nodes and we identify four of
them as helper nodes because either of the two strong nodes in
cluster three can cover the whole cluster. To avoid duplicated MCI
operation, only one of them is selected to join the backbone.To ex-
ploit the parallelism and achieve load balance among helpernodes,

we may construct multiple multicast trees originating fromdiffer-
ent helper nodes.

Now there are also two possible ways to assign the MCI task
for each incoming Wyner-Ziv frame to helper nodes (and the corre-
sponding multicast trees). For a random selection strategy, we can
randomly select the idle (not doing MCI) helper node. However,
to lower down the overall power consumption, an ideal strategy
should select the helper node that has minimum number of packet
forwarding (in other word, minimum intermediate nodes) which
is the most important cost factor in transmission over ad-hoc net-
works. Back to the example shown in Fig. 2, we can construct four
multicast trees (Fig. 3), one for each helper node. When the four
strong nodes are all idle, we select the second or the fourth node
as the helper node because less packet forwarding would incur. If
they have the same processing power, they will have the same pri-
ority to do MCI. Otherwise, the more powerful node has a higher
priority. The general algorithm is as follows.
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Fig. 3. Multiple multicast trees for aid information transmission:
the sources arehelper nodes

Finding a multicast tree with minimum intermediate nodes is
the set cover problem (called maximum leaf spanning tree prob-
lem in mathematic field ) which is NP-complete [8]. Thus we use
a greedy method to construct the multicast tree (originate at a spe-
cific helper node): in the first stage, link to as many other helper
nodes as it can.1 In the second stage, for each child, count the
number of links to other remaining helper nodes, and select the one
with largest number of links as intermediate nodes. The process is
performed recursively until all the helper nodes are connected to
the tree. After generating the multicast tree for each helper node,
the priority of assigning MCI of an incoming Wyner-Ziv frameis
determined according to the number of intermediate nodes inthe
multicast tree: the fewer intermediate nodes, the higher priority
the helper node has.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

The rate distortion performance and error-resilient ability of DVC
are reported in the related works [5] [2]. In this paper, we simu-
late the average power consumption of the overall receiversusing
different strategy of selecting the helper node. In our simulation,
there are seven helper nodes among all the receivers. Maximum
hops between any two helper nodes is set to two.

The topology of helper nodes (n0, n2, · · · , n6) in our simula-
tion is shown in Fig. 4. To demonstrate the heterogeneity among
mobile terminals, we assume the seven helper nodes have differ-
ent processing power and they are listed in a descending order as:
n3, n1, n5, n0, n6, n4, n2. We use the time of doing MCI to quan-
tify the processing power of each node. The MCI time for helper
noden0 throughn6 is: 4.4t, 3t, 7.3t, 2t, 6.3t, 4t, 5.7t, wheret

means the time interval between two Wyner-Ziv frames. Totally
50 Wyner-Ziv frames are used in our experiments.

1We allow multiple hops, but in the path there should be no other helper
nodes.
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As shown in Fig. 5, the random selection strategy needs more
packet forwarding, thus consumes more power. The proposed
greedy method can achieve a similar performance to the idealmethod
and is much more efficient than the random selection strategy.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a lower power consumption multicas-
ting framework for live video multicasting over ad-hoc networks
- MoViF. To enhance the overall quality of all the receivers,we
choose some helper nodes from strong nodes to generate and trans-
mit aid information to the others. To minimize the average power
consumption of the overall receivers, the average number ofpacket
forwarding should be minimized. Finding a multicast tree with
minimum intermediate nodes is NP-complete, therefore, we pro-
pose a greedy method by selecting the helper node which is idle
and has maximin links to other helper nodes.

The proposed MoViF is far from complete and needs to be
enriched. For example, the tradeoff between the delay and the
power consumption should be concerned in our future work.
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